Reflections on
Pray America Christian Again
Step 1) A nation that prays together stays together. Restoration of the former Christian greatness of America
can only happen with the blessings of our local churches - at the bottom – recognizing that former Christian
political leadership - at the top - has long been supplanted by non-Christians.
PACA explanation 1:
In the minds of the left, the MAGA ambitions of Donald Trump paint him as a corporate-Fascist surrounded by
white supremacist haters wanting a government “Final Solution” to round up all aliens for heartless deportation
to horrible third-world hellholes, which is then magnified into Trump being labeled a neo-Hitler.
In the minds of the right, the Identity Politics ambitions of Hillary Clinton paint her as a anarcho-Communist
surrounded by a rainbow coalition of racist antifa, black lives matter and lesbian mafia, trying to have
government replace and wipe out all white Christian deplorables in gulag concentration camps, coupled with
massive government Grand Larceny justification of “From each according to his ability, to each according to his
need”, which is then magnified into Hillary being labeled a neo-Stalin.
Between these two uber-destructive, non-Christian extremes of Stalin, and his counter reaction of Hitler, are
traditional American values, which the PACA Plan strives to achieve.
The most powerful force for traditional American values in this country is Christians uniting around Christ.
Or as our motto says, “A country that prays together, stays together.”
Always remember, as we will get to later, it should only take as little as 1 out of every 100 devout Christians to
implement the entire PACA plan. If the average church membership across a political district was exactly 100,
then only one member of every Church would be required to become an actual active PACA member to make
the entire PACA plan come to fruition.
Christians founded, built and bled for this great land and now are treated as illegal aliens in their own home.
Christian Jack Phillips, owner of Masterpiece Cakeshop, had refused to sell a customized wedding cake for a gay
couple's union. Jack was a nice guy. He had in the past sold non-controversial goods to the lesbian couple with
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no troubles, but did not want to be an accomplice to a homosexual wedding, as his Christian beliefs were that
marriage is between one man and one woman. The lesbian couple took him to court where a non-Christian
federal court ruled against his right of religious freedom; ruled against his right to assemble (or in this case, his
right to not to assemble with gays); ruled against his freedom and liberty to conduct his financial and business
affairs, secure in his person and effects, without government micromanagement; ruling instead that this federal
judge was enslaving him against the 13th Amendment right to be free, forcing his into involuntary servitude to
bake that cake for that lesbian couple.
Meanwhile, non-Christian mega-communications conglomerates such as Google, Twitter, Facebook and others
have decided, entirely on their own, that they will no longer host even mainstream Christians on the Internet
simply for holding traditional Christian beliefs such as that homosexuality and abortion are sinful. By abusing
their stranglehold on communications between Christians, these Internet giant monopolies are censoring the
freedom of speech and freedom of the press of Christians across this country, virtually isolating them from
Christians they wish to associate with on the Internet, and there is not a judge around to stop them.
Christians are losing both coming and going.
Christians are told they cannot discriminate against anyone and yet everyone is allowed to discriminate against
Christians.
Many Christians saw parts they liked on the MAGA side, but MAGA is nowhere to be seen on these matters.
Perhaps in the heat of the next election cycle, we will see measurable action from Mr. MAGA, but as for now,
what many Christians thought they elected is once again not what they got. What they were promised when Mr.
MAGA needed their vote is not what was delivered when they needed Mr. MAGA’s deliverance of what he
promised. And that is not surprising since the non-Christian media deliberately hyped Hillary’s best friend, Mr.
MAGA, by saying all last year, “Oh My, there’s nothing we can do to stop his tweets”, as all other 8 candidates
melted out of sight the second the non-Christian media graciously gave Mr. MAGA 24/7 coverage during the
entire last of the primary election cycle.
Make America Great Again will never happen if those Christians continue to depend upon the non-Christian
media to deliver them a white knight from on high. That will never be in their best interest. The non-Christian
media will happily however rev-up non-Christian Madison Avenue to sell you a Trojan Horse or a Manchurian
Candidate like Mr. Maga or Mr. Bush, in order to give you false hope.
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The Tea Party could have been great, but was quickly infiltrated and misled into harmless areas.
OK, I’m just trying to be nice. Truthfully, the Tea Party was doomed from the start.
Instead of one well-thought out, coherent Tea Party movement with a dedicated purpose, the Tea Party came into
being one day as a knee-jerk reaction to Obama winning the Presidency, and quickly split up into many factions.
There were the Tea Party Patriots, Tea Party Caucus, Tea Party Express, Tea Party Nation and other offshoots
like Americans for Prosperity, Freedomworks, National Tea Party Federation, etc.
All divide and conquer. Divided and Conquered is more like it.
Of course, like most, the Tea Party thinks the cancer on this nation starts at the very top with the likes of Obama
or Hillary or even traitor McCain, and will be saved by the likes of Sarah Palin or Ted Cruz. In this, they are
hopelessly failing in their mission by focusing only at the very top of our government, as if our problems
originated at the top.
A Drain the Swamp approach does not work by only going after the top-of-the-food-chain alligators, as the Tea
Parties foolishly tried to do.
Truth is that our problems originates at the bottom; before the grassroots, when the seed first germinates.
PACA is the seed which will grow into a mighty oak.
In the primary election when the wrong candidate gets elected into office, he then becomes an unbeatable
incumbent. Meaning? The problems just cascades upwards from there.
Non-Christian Obama did not just wake up one day and decide he wanted to be President. What really happened
is that his Non-Christian handler, David Axelrod, ran him in a lowly Illinois Senate first before running him as
the Senator from Illinois, before finally running him for President. You see, the problem of Obama did not start
with him being President, it started when he ran for a humble State seat
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You actually die from cancer when one of your major organs fail, but organ failure is not the disease. Cancer
originates inside the individual cells; at the genetic level; at the seed level of cell division as you may. Have
healthy cells and you will not die of cancer.
The only solution is to - Pray America Christian Again.
PACA will work when Christians like you and I decide we have finally had enough.
Again, this will only take 1% of devout Christians participating in PACA, through their participating Church, to
protect and defend all Christians, indeed, all Americans.
Just one member of each church is all that is needed if church membership averages 100. Or two if the church
hosts 200 members. And so forth.
Step 2) For a full ground-to-top Christian restoration to be possible, members of each church in a state
congressional district (house and senate) must select a representative from among their trusted church members,
contribute to a Pay-Unto-Caesar donation to support the ultimate district PACA candidate -- and then pray.
Other than showing up on election day - your job is done! Job finished! Job complete!
PACA explanation 2:
You complain about politicians being bought by rich powerful non-Christians. You would be surprised how
much money could be raised if each Christian gave a little donation unto Caesar in order to defeat Caesar.
In a Republic such as America was conceived, tradition holds that we depend upon the wives to look into the
homes after selecting a good husband to represent her and her children; we depend upon the husbands to look
outside the homes to select good politicians to represent his family, and we depend upon our politicians to take
care of all of us when we are so busy with other matters.
Failure on any of these accounts and society fails.
Dirty little secret here: Generations of past Christians had little need to follow politics, as they could trust their
Christian politician to do the right thing. Hence, they had plenty of spare time for their families, communities,
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charities, professions and personal life. They elected Christian leaders and could trust the Christian leaders to
maintain a high degree of morality in political life through the Constitutional principle of checks and balances.
The combination of removing the “vertical” checks and balances in government entirely with the 17 th
Amendment in 1913, along with going down the road of electing non-Christians to lead us, which has led to a
breakdown of the “horizontal” checks and balances of three branches of government, now finds us in need to
watch their every move, to the point of even buy guns in anticipation that things are not working out. We cannot
trust virtually any one of our politicians and this now requires a substantial amount of our attention and time.
So to finish up the first dirty little secret: If we spent a minimal amount of time upfront with PACA in the next
two or three election cycles, insuring that Christian men of high caliber and integrity are elected into office, who
will re-install the vital horizontal and especially vertical checks and balances of the past, then we could all return
to actually making America great again as American Christians had done in the past, because the original checks
and balances enacted by the Founders would put everything back into check and back into balance.
This was the real secret to American greatness of the past.
In sum, Christians should spend a little time and money up-front today and live a comfortable, hassle-free life for
generations to come; or soon, you will see yourself, your children and your grandchildren living in a dictatorship
or engaged in a Second Civil War, or both, if you even survive at all.
The choice is all in the hands of Christians such as yourself and fellow members of your church.
Step 3) The representatives from all Churches within a Congressional district will then appoint a leading
representative from among themselves, who will enroll in either the Democrat or Republican primary of
whichever political party normally wins that state congressional district.
PACA explanation 3:
Political parties have turned the official elections of this country into a shameful sham.
If you are in a suburb of North Texas, the Republican candidate could be any manner of evil you can think of
and he will still beat the Democrat on the ticket in the general election. Likewise, if you are in a inner city of
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Chicago, the Democrat candidate could likewise be any manner of evil and would beat the Republican candidate
general election.
Dirty little secret 1) The real action is not at the general election, but at the primaries ran by the two political
parties. In most voting precincts, winning the Republican primary or the Democrat primary will insure your fate
in the general election.
Dirty little secret 2) Few people vote in primary elections. Many never show up even when they see an
upcoming battle royal brewing, such as the recent general election between a disgraceful Hillary and a
disgraceful Trump. Neither one should have won their primary against good Christians, so this fact should tell
you right away that the primary system has been high-jacked.
Dirty little secret 3) Far less still show up between presidential elections when most people are paying far less
attention to politics. This is when getting out “the base” is so important. We need a PACA Christian base to
show up for primaries, but especially for these “off-election year” elections.
Dirty little secret 4) Nation-based, non-Christian media praised divination of democracy only happen during the
Presidential general election when there are candidates running at the national level, as in 2016, when fates have
already been decided at the primary election, and the non-Christian media have little concern for who shows up
on election day. Remember the surprise when Hillary did not win?
In off-cycle elections, such as in 2018, when there is no national candidates running for President, the nonChristian media will keep especially quiet on the run-up to primary day, when real fates are being decided. They
do not want the great unwashed deplorables going to the polls on off-cycle elections.
Dirty little secret 5) Most voters only know whose running for President, for governor, or perhaps even for US
Senate. Very few really know who they are voting for in the State House race, State Senate race or US House
positions. These three positions are exactly the ones which are most important to our needs in PACA. Politically
uneducated voters may cast a ballot for someone simply because they like the sound of his name. Others may
vote based upon the number of posters stuck alongside the road, or the style of the poster artwork, or the catchy
“I Like Ike” styled slogan on the poster. Others yet may have heard negative campaign ads not knowing if they
are true or not. This is where lawyer groups and teacher groups coordinate to win. Christians need to do the
same.
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Lawyers should not even be allowed to run for legislature positions, as they belong in the judicial branch and
that inherently violates the principle of separation of branches of government.
Lawyers should not be allowed to write the laws which will make them rich after they leave office, with the
resulting countless lucrative lawsuits, or make their lawyer friends rich. What part of separation of powers and
checks and balances is too hard to comprehend here? And yet, countless people will agree with the argument that
someone who has served in Congress should not be allowed to switch to the judicial branch – UNLESS, he has a
law degree. Where is his freedom to work in the judiciary?
Likewise, teacher unions are public employees of the government and should not morally have a right to vote
themselves into office to administer the government school districts which will benefit them finacially. Or make
laws which entrench non-Christian public schools deeper. This built-in conflict of interest should disqualify
public school teachers or their spouses from holding office. If it is hard to fire a bad teacher, it’s only because
teachers are the bosses in government offices.
Christians have a moral right to assemble for a election, no matter what non-Christians will tell you.
If few voters show up at the primary election, then that is where a coordinated effort such as PACA can make a
HUGE difference, as there are far more Christians in any district than either lawyers or school teachers.
In fact, teachers unions and lawyers are running a non-Christian form of PACA already, and here is how it
works...
Think about the break up of an election cycle. Obviously, in my example below, nothing quoted is based upon
actual election returns, as reliable numbers are hard to come by - for obvious reasons - but just to help you
understand the concept, you need to understand the basics
General election Republican 50.1% Democrat 49.9%
The Republican wins!!!!
Translation? If the turnout was 50%, then the Republican won with only half of the half, or 25% of the total
population.
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Right here, Christians are well over 50% of any population, so Christians do indeed elect the Republican
spouting Christian moral values on the campaign trail thinking we won. Only we didn’t win because we find out
too late, that is, after the election, that the politician intends to always votes with the non-Christians.
So if we win the general election, why again are we losing ???
For that, you have to look at the primary election.
Primary election: Republican candidate #1: 20.1% / Republican candidate #2: 20% / Republican candidate #3:
20% / Republican candidate #4: 20% / Republican candidate #5: 19.9%.
The winner is: Republican #1!!!!
Translation? It is 2018, an off year election cycle, and voter turnout is only 10% of the total population.
However, Democrats also show up to vote, whom in our imaginary district represent almost 50% of the
electorate. Which means that the 10% turnout is really split equally between Democrat and Republican voters
In this case, Republicans only have 5% of the entire population show up on primary day.
The five Republican candidates can split their 5% of the votes equally among themselves in the primary election,
giving each of the 5 Republican candidate the possibility of only garnering 1% of the votes in the total
population and go on to still win the legislative seat with a greater than 50% haul in the general election.
1% of the population gives us our winning candidate. Very sad and more sad, groups have found easy ways to
manipulate this fact to obtain unrepresentative power for themselves.
Lawyers for one are well known to be over-represented in all legislatures.
According to the Internet, there is only 1 lawyer for every 300 people in the US. Lawyers are not even 1% of the
population (1/100), they are 0.33% of the population (1/300).
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So how are lawyers so vastly overrepresented in our legislatures? There would have to be more than 3 times the
number of lawyers in this country, for lawyers to reliably join together as a voting block to win an unbiased
election. And yet most of our legislative law-makers are also judicial law-deciders.
First problem being that most of those 300 Americans have been brainwashed into believing that only a lawyer
can understand the law; which is exactly the way lawyers want the law to be like; after all, their lawyer ancestors
wrote the complicated law in the first place. So many voters have no philosophical problems voting for a lawyer
to write the laws they have to obey. Actually, reality is that we should all be frightened by the number of
lawyers who write laws.
Here is how you must look at this at the primary election to understand how lawyers, being only one voter
among every 300 people, win elections with just a tiny fraction of 1% of the total vote.
Breakdown #1: Total population vs registered voters
There are now 200 million registered voters in our country of 300 million, as not all people are old enough to
vote, or registered. As you can easily tell, our original sample should be focused on the 200 actual voters of the
totality of 300 people.
There are only 1 out of every 200 registered voters who are lawyers. Here, lawyers are still only 0.5% of the total
registered voter population.
Breakdown #2: Democrat vs Republican
If split equally between Democrat and Republican, Each will receive 100 votes, split from the 200 registered
voters and only one side will win.
Now there are only 1 lawyer for each 100 “winning” registered voter, bringing lawyers up to 1% of these
winning registered voters. Assuming of course that the lawyer will win.
Breakdown #3: Registered voters vs actual voters at the primary election
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And we have already said that only 10% of those 100 winning eligible voters will actually show up on primary
election day. So there will only be 10 voters at the primary of this sample for each lawyer voting.
We are down to only 10 Americans who will vote for the winning candidate among the original 300. Actually,
one of those 10 will be the lawyer.
It is easy to see then that the reality is, fully 1 out of 10 WINNING VOTERS on election day are lawyers.
You can see then that lawyers automatically are 10% of the winning voters on primary day, while being only
0.33% of the total population.
Breakdown #4: Multiple candidates in each political party primary
During primary elections, it is not as easy as one Republican to vote for and one Democrat to against, as is the
situation on hand during the general election. (In the general election, there may not even be a Democrat on the
ballot, so you have no choice in the matter)
With say, 5 equal candidates in the Winning primary each could pull 2 of the 10 winning votes.
An average of 2.001 votes would be the winner. The lawyer already has his own vote., so he only needs 2 more
votes..
So, how do lawyers get those two additional winning votes?
They are crafty. That’s how.
Breakdown #5: Multiple candidates working for you.
It does not take a slick Hollywood movie conspiracy plot to conceive that the lawyers do not place just one
candidate on the ballot, but perhaps as many as four of the five candidates. The three fall guys spout moral
Christian values to pull the vote away from the real Christian running in the primary. Obviously the true lawyer
candidate spouts Christian values on the campaign trial as well. You don’t know any of them, you can’t tell
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which are lying and which are telling you the truth, in fact, negative campaign ads from the lawyers tell you the
real Christian candidate is not so Christian for whatever reason they want to say. So you split your Christian vote
up 5 ways, actually giving less of the vote to the true Christian. Meanwhile, the lawyers will not split their vote
up at all and all vote for the designated winner. The lawyer candidate gets the 10% lawyer vote, as well as 1/5th
or 20% of the Christian vote and with 30% of the vote in total, is declared the winner.
There may be a run-off election, since no one received 50% of the vote, but the runoff is most likely is between
two lawyers. Either way, the lawyers win.
Breakdown Summary:
In case your mind is spinning now, I will go over it again with out percentages.
For every 300 Americans, only 200 are registered.
Of the 200 registered voters, only 20 will show up on primary day.
Of the 20 who show for the primary, approximately half will vote in the Democrat primary and the other half
will vote in the Republican primary. The only votes cast here which count for anything are the votes for the party
which will win in the General November elections. So only 10 of these votes count for anything.
Of the 10 winning primary voters, they may have to decide from among 5 candidates on the ballot.
Equally distributed, only the candidate having more than 2 votes will win, and one of those voters will
automatically be a lawyer from the lawyer voting block. Statistically, since each of the 5 candidates will only
receive exactly 2 votes, then the candidate that the lawyers vote for will win, that candidate being a lawyer.
In a run-off, one lawyer run-off candidate will win the election by obtaining more than 50% of the vote that the
other lawyer run-off candidate received.
Does not matter if the lawyer winning as the first Republican candidate is an actual Christian or not, lawyers
always wins in these scenarios and he will primarily represent lawyers, not Christians.
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Christians always lose.
Step 4) Come primary day, all Christians show up to vote for the designated Christian PACA candidate and that
person should win the primary election and be a shoe-in for the general election.
PACA explanation 4:
Reversing the logic of Explanation 3 above, if lawyers can get themselves elected when they are only 1 of 200
registered voters, then Christians should be able beat them at their own game when they are 170 of the 200
registered voters.
Actually, only a dedicated PACA contingent of Christians is required to win the November elections, if they
represented more than the 1 of 200 actual voters lawyers have to win with.
With as little as one half of one percent of Christians participating in PACA, Christians could win most State
seats.
I like to play it safer though. Almost doubling the odds of winning means that if only 1 of every 100 registered
Christians participated in PACA, Christians would be an unstoppable force to be reckoned with.
For that low a percentage of participating Christians to win, it would take using the same tactics of the lawyers.
For instance, if nine PACA Christians register for the same primary (FILING DEADLINES ARE
IMPORTANT!!!), and even if the lawyers wised up and only ran their one true candidate, then the normal nonparticipating, non-PACA Christians would split their vote 10 ways. The 20 primary voters from the 200
registered voters would be split between Republicans and Democrats making the winning vote as low as 10
primary voters from the original set of 200. Since many of these non-PACA Christians don’t even know who
the incumbent is in the state races, then each candidate should statistically get exactly 1 votes of the 10 votes
cast.
This is an easy easier win than the lawyers had with needing more than 2 votes cast from 5 candidates.
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For each 100 members of the faith of Christ, sending only a single PACA representative will mean that
Christians cannot lose. Send more than one to make a message of unity.
Step 5) With a Christian-ran State legislature, have each State select and fund its own candidate for the United
States Senate to run against the Republican and Democrat parties.
PACA explanation 5:
Who says that a State cannot support a candidate to represent its interests in the United States Senate?
The States should be the only entity or interest qualified to represent the affairs of the state. Or at least the
primary interest. That is the way the Founding Fathers felt when the Constitution was written. How could a
Supreme Court rule otherwise? So yes, the State legislatures can endorse a candidate for office to represent their
state.
With a just and moral Christian State legislature, States would select sterling outstanding US Senate candidates
who could not lose to the typical non-Christian corrupt candidate we have been given in the past.
This Senatorial campaign would be accompanied by a massive educational program to remind voters why it is in
the best interests of a “vertical” Checks and Balances between the one single Fed and the 50 diverse States. The
States’ political education of its own voters should explain the importance of the States having a seat at the
federal table.
Our Founding Fathers were absolutely right the way they originally created the Constitution to have the States
approve all international treaties, approve all Cabinet appointments, approve all federal judicial appointments,
approve all declarations of war, approve all federal taxes, vote on all federal laws, and most importantly, be the
ones who decide the impeachment of tyrannical Presidents and judges.
I get ahead of myself to say that the direct election of Senators, enacted in 1913 to strip the States of their vote in
the US Senate, was sold as a fraudulent bill of goods and has harmed this country to no end.
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Step 6) Once a majority of State "appointed" senators are in Congress, have them present a repeal to the 17th
Amendment. (Recognizing that our Constitution’s Article 5, expressly FORBID any constitutional amendment
to forcibly takes away the right of ANY State to VOTE in the United States Senate.)
PACA explanation 6:
I need to first prove to you that the 17th Amendment to the Constitution is unconstitutional on its face.
I know, sounds crazy. How can an actual amendment to the Constitution be against the Constitution?
Not going to get into the fact that the 17th Amendment was not properly ratified, as I don’t need to. It cannot be
a lawful amendment even if 49 of the 50 States were to properly ratified it today.
Our Founding Fathers did intend for the Constitution to be amended, and mostly everything in it can be changed,
but the Constitution left one thing which is NEVER allowed to be amended. And that one thing which cannot be
changed is not surprising when you remember that it was the States who wrote the Constitution.
Article 5 of the Constitution is the part which allows modifications to the Constitution in the way of
amendments. It reads:

Constitution - Article V
The Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses shall deem it necessary, shall
propose Amendments to this Constitution, or, on the Application of the Legislatures
of two thirds of the several States, shall call a Convention for proposing Amendments,
which, in either Case, shall be valid to all Intents and Purposes, as Part of this
Constitution, when ratified by the Legislatures of three fourths of the several States, or
by Conventions in three fourths thereof, as the one or the other Mode of Ratification
may be proposed by the Congress;
Provided that no Amendment which may be made prior to the Year One thousand eight
hundred and eight shall in any Manner affect the first and fourth Clauses in the Ninth
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Section of the first Article; and that no State, without its Consent, shall be deprived
of its equal Suffrage in the Senate.
If Texas or Virginia wanted to have a vote in the United States Senate, then the Constitution allows that vote,
NO MATTER WHAT! Citizens do not have that right to vote in the US Senate, only the States have that right.
The 17th Amendment proposing direct election of Senators, unconstitutionally stole the vote away from the State,
that is, the State government in its legislature, and unconstitutionally gave the States’ unalienable right to vote in
the US Senate to a mere plurality of ordinary citizens in the State.
Even the State legislatures who approved the 17th Amendment in 1913 cannot hold their State forever to this
agreement to give up its right to vote. If any current State legislature wanted to exercise its right to vote in the
US Senate today, then the Constitution does not allow anybody or anything, past, present or future, to prevent
them from doing so.
The 17th Amendment is null and void on its face.
Step 7) The 17th Amendment repeal is the BETTER route as an Amendment to repeal can never be questioned
later; and better yet, a repeal MUST strengthen the maintenance of a National Republic, not a National
Democracy, by NOT allowing State legislators to ever again delegate their job of appointing US Senators to a
"democratic vote of the People".
PACA explanation 7:
Prior to the passage of the 17th Amendment in 1913, State legislatures came under enormous political pressure
from the newly created national press conglomerates and the just invented national radio. The non-Christian
media falsely reported that it was “Just not American” to prevent the “democratic” vote of The People in their
Senate.
What was not American was to handcuff the States who created the federal government.
This evil-intentioned, non-Christian movement was called Progressivism.
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Of course, the newly created non-Christian national media who had the power to threaten and blackmail State
legislatures with election loss for not voting for the 17th Amendment, by convincing the people to “vote the
elites” out of office if they refused; by default, also had the power to convince those same people to vote for their
own proposed anti-Christian Senatorial candidate who would replace the previous Christian Senators.
America converted from State-appointed Senators, to media-appointed Senators.
America converted from devout Christian Senators to CINO Senators (Christian In Name Only) and even actual
non-Christian Senators.
Not surprising then that all the corruption we see at the federal level can be traced back to the 17 th Amendment,
as one-by-one, State -appointed Senator’s terms ended.
By 1933, FDR felt he had enough federal political power to threaten to pack the State-Appointed/Senatorapproved Supreme Court justices, with Media-Appointed/Senator-approved Supreme Court nominees, no longer
worried in the least from impeachment by a media-appointed Senate, only worried that the voting public may
become aware of what damage occurred through the 17th Amendment.
All three branches of government were corrupt as of 1933.
Just to be clear, prior to the enactment of the 17th Amendment, some liberal States such as New York had
virtually enacted a defacto 17th Amendment. Those State legislators had already felt the thrust of the nonChristian Progressive Movement and had already enacted State laws which allowed their citizens to elect the
State Senators directly, instead of retaining the indirect appointments through their State representatives.
Indeed, inherent in Article 5 of the Constitution is the fact that a State can VOLUNTARILY give up its right to
appoint their own Senators. Ordinarily, this implied the right of the State legislators to write laws allowing the
Governor of the State to appoint an interim Senator when an emergency vacancy came open, until the slowmoving State legislature could reconvene, discuss a replacement, and then appoint the permanent Senator. This
is often called a recess appointment.
But in a sane world, where vertical Checks and Balances were at play, what State would voluntarily give up its
right to vote in the federal senate – for all time?
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It is imperative that no State again feel the political pressure to be coerced and blackmailed into giving up their
rightful vote in the US Senate.
The repeal of the 17th Amendment must dictate, in its repeal, that no State may ever neglect its official duty to
the federal government in running the affairs of the federal Senate.
For good measure, the State-appoint Senators should be increased to three, with the majority of the three being
the States single vote in the Senate. To fix the problem of a Senator dying in office, automatic replacements
should already have been decided upon by the State legislators, much as we do if the President were to die in
office.
It was good for small States to have the same voice as a hugely populated New York or a large land mass Texas,
and to argue that this was bad politics neglects the beautiful history of this country before 1913 and what we
have tragically witnessed since 1913.
And before naysayers condemn my previous statement about a glorious pre-1913 era, by referring to the tragedy
of the Civil War, and no doubt it was just as tragic as was totally unnecessary to eliminate slavery, but let’s also
remember that slavery is no more thanks to that pre-1913 form of government, and then remember that 60
million baby’s lives have been wiped out with this post-1913 form of government.
To anyone to argue that the problems besetting this country resides elsewhere is pure deflection meant to get
Christians off-target.
The 16th Amendment “Give unto Caesar” income tax amendment could easily be repealed with Christian-based
State legislatures and their State-appointed Senators submitting its repeal.
The “money-lenders” at the Federal Reserve could be taken care of with Christian-controlled Houses of
Congress.
The “money-lenders” of Wall Street who take all your retirement money bundled into massive collections of
401K funds to buy up strategic American businesses, in order to place their non-Christian friends on the Boards
of Directors, would be fixed by a Christian-controlled Congress.
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The non-Christian United Nations would no longer be based in the United States with a Christian-controlled
Congress.
We will address the inequities of the electronics age in step 8 and how that led to monopolized free speech,
which once again, can and will be fixed by Christian-ran governments.
Step 8) By Constitutional Amendment, create an independent-of-the-federal-government "media and
investigatory Watchdog Congress", ran only by the States, whose only purpose is to regulate the "Fourth Branch
of Government" -- the mass media -- and to act as independent investigators of federal agencies for purposes of
impeachment. This will balance the federal power against the media power
PACA explanation 8:
Pretty evident that PACA implies the non-Christian media conglomerates rules this country and have not been
doing so altruistically toward Christians.
Freedom of the Press and Speech became meaningless the second Walter Cronkite’s image and voice could
travel across the entire width and breath of this United States, penetrate through walls of the most fortified home,
and be viewed by all Americans, every single night, year after year, decade after decade, without a sole
American able to give a rebuttal to what was said.
No one else stands a chance to be heard against this monopoly of free speech power.
And the Internet is now being converted to the same monopoly.
The Founding Fathers had no earthly idea that Benjamin Franklin’s electricity could be harnessed to distribute
propaganda into people’s homes.
From that point onwards, a man standing on a soap box or a man with a tiny Thomas Paine print shop became
virtually powerless to affect change. UNLESS, that electronic media liked what was said and decided to place
the man on the soap box onto their airwaves. If you are a Black Lives Matter or an Antifa soap box kind of
person, you have a voice. If you are a Christian calling homosexuality a sin, or calling abortion murder, you will
never be heard favorably in their propaganda.
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The answer is absolutely NOT to give the federal government the right to break up these speech and press
monopolies.
Progressives loved breaking up oil and steel monopolies, and they used the federal government under Teddy
Roosevelt to do so. Progressives were the new power in America with their monopoly on free speech and their
own monopoly was one monopoly which was not going to be reported on. Everyone else would be destroyed to
make room for their new reign of terror.
Congress shall make no law abridging the Right of Free Speech and Freedom of the Press should stand for all
time as the First Amendment. No one wants a centralized federal government determining if the media is overstepping its authority, for that would mean killing the wolf with a more dangerous bear - a federally owned and
controlled media.
The Founders so carefully crafted a Checks and Balances system throughout government for a purpose, as they
knew that unchecked power leads to tyranny, as well as unbalanced power leads to resentment and revolt.
Everyone knows about the horizontal checks and balances where federal power is split into three realms, an
Executive power, a legislative power and a judicial power.
We have talked in length here about the vertical checks and balances between the power of the States and the
Federal government power where the 50 States check and balance the Federal government, by way of controlling
the federal government’s Senate.
But certainly, an unquestioned freedom of the press and speech, not balanced and not checked is just as great a
danger.
Rothschild would say, “Let me print the money and I care not who rules”. That meant he could buy off anyone
with enough money. Or pay someone enough to eliminate “problems”.
Likewise, today’s corollary is “Let me control the information, and I care not who rules” Reputations are all a
politician has and the one who controls the information is the own who builds and destroys those reputations.
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Not thought a problem by the Founders in 1789, as one man’s voice or one man’s printing press traveled only a
short distance. But a huge problem in the electronics age, of instant communications across the entire world.
Media monopolies are a new unforeseen problem the Constitution’s Article V Amendment section was actually
created to address.
For this reason, PACA proposes Christian-based Senators propose an Amendment to the Constitution dictating
the diverse and decentralized Christian-based States create an independent-of-the-federal-government Media
regulatory entity. Its sole duty would be to check and balance the press. A secondary function would be an
investigatory power of federal officials, as is currently done in reverse where the FBI investigates state
authorities. Both need transparent disinfectant. Both are checks and balances on the other.
Step 9) Stand back and watch as the newly empowered States now firmly in control of the US Senate, ran by
patriotic American Christians, dismantle the Federal Leviathan piece by piece, using their former vertical Checks
and Balances as they restore our country to its former Christian greatness.
PACA explanation 9:
Imagine the breakup of the unbalanced and unchecked non-Christian MS media who spreads fake news
propaganda for the entire country, broadcast into every city, of every state, originating from one city, of one
state, New York City, where Christian morals and ideals are once again given view; instead of only nonChristian views.
Imagine having far fewer wars but actually winning those wars once again, when the entire country is truly
committed to winning the war for a just and Christian cause. North Korea is a great example. We fought them
only to find they have Hydrogen bombs on ICBMs pointed at us; whereas, the Castro boys have mocked us from
just off our shores for decades and we have done nothing; whereas, we bombed Christians in Serbia to protect
throat-slashing Muslims in Kosovo, letting Kosovo to be the only one actually free now.
Imagine a Christian-based foreign policy where fellow Christian nations such as newly-freed-from-communism
Russia, who insisted on retaining their base in the Crimea, which they fought and won from the blood-thirsty
non-Christian Ottoman Turks centuries ago are not given economic sanctions, but non-Christian communist
China, who just illegally seized an entire sea in South-East Asia far from its shores, while enabling North Korea,
is the one whom we sanction.
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Imagine a country that truly treats all citizens as equals, instead of treating some as virtual prisoners outside
prison, such as the Christian bakers mentioned at the beginning.
Imagine fewer Great Depressions and Great Recessions, once the Federal Reserve is defeated, which gave us
these troubles. We had mild business cycles before the Fed and was talked by Progressives into creating the Fed
who was actually supposed to make these minor troubles go away, not give us “Great” Troubles.
The very year after the creation of the Fed, the Fed ingrained itself into our government. The Fed...

•

Financed the federal government to engage in the World’s first World War,

•

Financed the greedy excessive extravagance of the Roaring 20’s,

•

Wrecked the economy and financed FDR’s New Deal in the 1930’s,

•

Financed the federal government in the second World War in the 1940’s,

•

Financed the arms race of the Cold War in the 1950’s.

•

Financed LBJ’s Great Society in the 1960’s

•

Financed the Oil Crisis of the 1970’s

•

Destroyed its local home-based Savings and Loan competitors in the 1980’s through 1990’s

•

Financed the Dot Com bubble and crash in 2000’s

•

Financed the Housing bubble and crash in the 2000’s through 2010’s
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Non-Christian media would point to the above list and say, Thank God for the Federal Reserve to save us decade
after decade since its creation”. Most Christians would look at the list and say, “How much better would
America have been without the Fed?”
Imagine where Christian Truth and Christian Justice once again prevails, where citizens once again have faith in
their fellow man.
Imagine federal judges issuing well thought out and well researched opinions, as they once did prior to 1913,
since they all knew their lifetime appointments could end at any time with an impeachment by Christian
Senators.
Imagine a President actually representing the entire country, because he too knew his term could end up
impeached by Christian Senators.
Imagine a country filled with liberty and not filled by an influx of millions of non-Christians wanting to kill
liberty – and Christians.
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